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I ha ve in the last recent years been doing japanese Loilita modelling 
My style is unique and self styled

London, 19.06.2022, 11:13 Time

USPA NEWS - My name is
Ann Pendigrast Global Fashionista, Fashion Designer, Cat Walk, Model, Painter and Artist.

I would like to say a very big thank you to Mr Aurangzeb for featuring me in his article,
I am truly honoured. I have been featured in

Integrity magazines Issues 10 13,15 ,16 , and 19. I have also been featured in the Turning Point, Ganap TV, UK FAB,
The New York Post and in the UTUK magazines. I am honoured to appear on the front cover of UTUK issues
5 and 6.

I have also been featured in the amazing Blitz Magazine 2022
by the talented Phillipa Vincent and magazine team.

I ha ve in the last recent years been doing japanese Loilita modelling and i am deeply inspired by japanese fashion.
My style is unique and self styled.
All my hats, handbags, and outfits and jewelary are made and desinged and crafted by myself.
Style is something we all have, we just need to find it.

I would like to say a big thank you
to the beautiful Zara Zhah (Celebrity Director) for having me on Miss Sexy UK Pagent Event. 

I have won several fashionista awards, some of them are FIFAF 19 FLAME Awards for best Fashionista,
and another award for Best Model and Creative Desiner 2021.

I have won several fashionista awards, some of them are FIFAF 19 FLAME Awards for best Fashionista, and another award for Best
Model and Creative Desiner 2021.
Apart from Lolita catwalk modelling in Warwickshire, recently I have show cased my designs on the Ronnie Jacobs CHABS UK
Fashion Show on the Catwalk and also on the Catwalk at Go East Vintage.

I would like to say a very big thank you to my photographer Vasos Vasiliou who has been a wonderful photographer.
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